
re: Summer Assignment for AP Biology 
June 2017 
 
Dear future AP Biology student for the 2017-2018 school year, 
 
Congratulations on your decision to challenge yourself academically by taking AP Biology next year. This decision 
demonstrates a commitment towards making academics a top priority in your life. This will undoubtedly pay off if you 
understand that success requires continued self-evaluation of work habits, time management skills, and a positive 
attitude. Biological sciences is an endlessly fascinating topic to explore- and going deeper will not only allow you to 
better understand the world around you but can also lead to very lucrative and engaging careers. 
 

Advanced Placement classes are rigorous courses taught at the college level: in the pace that material is covered, depth 
of content covered, and level of responsibility placed on the student for their learning. In AP Biology, students use a 
college-level textbook and design and carryout investigations at the college-level as well. Above all else, this course will 
require you develop the critical thinking and metacognition skills necessary to engage with college-level curriculum. In 
addition, at the end of the year you will take the AP exam and could earn college credit. More importantly, taking this 
course and doing well will demonstrate to colleges that you are ready for higher education and are prepared to succeed. 
 

AP Biology is a very demanding course and requires a serious commitment of both time and effort to be successful. 
Expectations for this course include: 

• Completion of the summer assignment before the first day of school 

• On-time attendance to class every day, prepared and engaged at the beginning of class 

• Participation in all labs; some will require time before school, at lunch, or after school 

• Minimum of 7 hours a week set aside to study and prepare for AP Biology outside of class 

• Active participation in partner, group, and class discussions 

• A commitment to reflect on the effectiveness of study habits, attitude, and collaboration, and adjust these 
habits as necessary 

• Self-advocacy; when needed, ask for help, maintain open communication with instructor 
 
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 
All materials needed to complete the summer assignment are included in this document. Some of these materials will need to be 
printed out to be completed. Plan ahead. This assignment is due at the beginning of class on the first day of school, will not be 
accepted late for any reason, will be scored as a part of your first marking period grade, and there will be a quiz on this material on 
the first day of school. 
 

Part Description Instructions 

1 
Current Study Habits essay 
Guide to Effective Study 
How to Study Biology 

Print, read, and highlight the included materials on study habits. Write a 
one page description of your strategies for studying AP Biology. 

2 
Campbell Biology  
Chapter 1  

Read the chapter (included) and answer the following questions: 
Pg. 8: 2 and 3                                        pg. 19: 1 and 2 
Pg. 12: 3                                                 pg. 26: 1,2,3, and 4 
Pg. 15: 1 and 2 

3 
Campbell Biology 
Chapter 2 

1. Read and take notes using any note-taking system you prefer (Cornell 
Notes, reading log, double entry note taking, outlining) 
2. Write three questions you have about the material (ones that are not 
answerable directly in the text, i.e. THINK) 

4 

Chemistry for Biology Students 

• Atomic structure 

• Chemical symbols 

Complete handout to learn and review chemistry needed for understanding 
biology. 

5 
Chemistry for Biology Students 

• Ionization 
Complete handout to learn and review chemistry needed for understanding 
biology. 

 

Have a great summer, see you in August! 


